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([JESUS ENTERED JORDAN’S WATERS])

**HAPPEN:** Both hands in the #1 hand shape several inches apart with the palm up and then circle at the same time towards the center to palms down while still in the #1 hand shape.

**WATER:** The W hand shape taps the chin.

**RIVER:** Both hands open and wiggles like a river.

**JESUS:** Touch the center of each palm with the tip of the other hand’s middle finger.

**COME-DOWN:** Right hand in #1 hand shape with pointer upward. The pointer finger is up in the sky and then slowly moves down towards yourself.

(WHEN HIS WORK HAD JUST BEGUN)

**WENT-AHEAD:** Both hands with palms bent and thumbs upward from chest and move the hands forward.

**BAPTIZED:** Fists with thumbs out about 6 inches apart. Move thumbs both to the right then to left then back upwards towards the right as though you are putting someone in the water and back up again.

(GOD THE FATHER SPOKE FROM HEAVEN)

**HEAVENLY FATHER:** Palms down in air above forehead and tie a knot. Then move both hands with fists and thumbs up. Right is on the forehead and the left is on right hand. Then they both open to the five hand shape as they move forward.

**SPOKE:** Both hands in four hand shape with one pointer finger on chin and the other hand in front. Both hands make movements forward twice.

(THIS IS MY BELOVED SON. HEAR HIM!)

**THERE:** Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ. This hand stays pointing to Christ until the sign obey below.

**MY:** Open hand on chest

**BELOVED:** Right hand in #4 hand shape with palm facing face and then moves downward on chin with the fingers bending downward.

**SON:** Left hand touches forehead like grabbing a cap (sign for boy) and then moves down to cradle a baby in arms. (sign for baby)

**OBEY (OBEY CHRIST):** O hand shapes for both hands. Place hands near forehead and cheek with one hand on top of the other and then move downward to place where you have designated for Christ.

**HIM:** Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ.

**VERSE 2**

(NEPHITES GAZING INTO HEAVEN)
NEPHITES: Right hand in U handshape and touches chin and then forehead.

GROUP: Both hands in G hand shape. Touch the pointer fingers together and then go opposite directions to make a circle and touching the pinkies together.

LOOKED-UP: Both hands in #2 hand shape. Both hands points to eyes with one higher and one lower and then both hands have V shapes go up toward heaven.

(SAW THEIR WHITE ROBED SAVIOR COME)

SAVIOR: Both hands in fist shape. Then arms in a X crossed in front of you and then breaking bonds forcefully move arms outward then both hands face each other and then move down signifying a man. This literally means Salvation Man or the Man who made salvation possible.

WHITE-DRESSED: An open five hand shape is placed on chest and then fingers come out with finger tips coming together. Open hands stroke downward from shoulders to waist indicated clothing.

COME-DOWN: Right hand in #1 hand shape with pointer upward. The pointer finger is up in the sky and then slowly moves down towards yourself.

(AND THEY HEARD THE FATHER WITNESS)

THEY: Right pointer finger points forward and then moves finger to the right.

HEARD: Hand to ear and outward.

HEAVENLY FATHER: Palms down in air above forehead and tie a knot. Then move both hands with fists and thumbs up. Right is on the forehead and the left is on right hand. Then they both open to the five hand shape as they move forward.

SPEAK: The right hand is in the B hand shape and the index finger touches the mouth twice indicating that words are coming out.

(THESE IS MY BELOVED SON. HEAR HIM!)

THERE: Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ. This hand stays pointing to Christ until the sign obey below.

MY: Open hand on chest

BELOVED: Right hand in #4 hand shape with palm facing face and then moves downward on chin with the fingers bending downward.

SON: Left hand touches forehead like grabbing a cap (sign for boy) and then moves down to cradle a baby in arms. (sign for baby)

OBEY (OBEY CHRIST): 0 hand shapes for both hands. Place hands near forehead and cheek with one hand on top of the other and then move downward to place where you have designated for Christ.

HIM: Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ.

VERSE 3

(JOSEPH SAW TWO GLORIOUS BEINGS)

J.S.: J is done by taking the pinky finger and drawing a J in the air. An S is done by closing the right hand in a fist with the thumb in front.
SAW: Right hands in the V hand shape and touches the eyes and then moves outward.

2-BEINGS COME-DOWN: Right hand in #2 hand shape upward. The fingers is up in the sky and then slowly moves down towards yourself.

(SHINING) BRIGHTER THAN THE SUN)
GLORIOUS: Hands together with palms facing each other and then middle finger downward and then wiggling hands outward.
BRIGHT: Hands burst apart with palms facing outward and wiggle indicating something shining.

(GOD AGAIN PRESENTED JESUS)
AGAIN: The fingertips of the right hand which is curved touches the middle of the left palm.
HEAVENLY FATHER: Palms down in air above forehead and tie a knot. Then move both hands with fists and thumbs up. Right is on the forehead and the left is on right hand. Then they both open to the five hand shape as they move forward.
SPOKE: Both hand is four hand shape with one pointer finger on chin and the other hand in front. Both hands make movements forward twice.

(THE IS MY BELOVED SON. HEAR HIM!)
THERE: Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ. This hand stays pointing to Christ until the sign obey below.
MY: Open hand on chest
BELOVED: Right hand in #4 hand shape with palm facing face and then moves downward on chin with the fingers bending downward.
SON: Left hand touches forhead like grabbing a cap (sign for boy) and then moves down to cradle a baby in arms. (sign for baby)
OBEY (OBEY CHRIST): O hand shapes for both hands. Place hands near forehead and cheek with one hand on top of the other and then move downward to place where you have designated for Christ.
HIM: Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ.

(AS I READ THE SCRIPTURES DAILY)
HAPPEN: Both hands in the #1 hand shape several inches apart with the palm up and then circle at the same time towards the center to palms down while still in the #1 hand shape.
READ: The left hand palm facing upward. The right hand is in the V hand shape. The 2 fingers touch the palm twice which is an indication of a book.
SCRIPTURES: Left hand out and right hand in the C hand shape. Then right hand grabs the left hand and moves downward twice.
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EVERYDAY: Right hand with in A hand shape. With right hand swipe the right cheek on face twice. (Literally this sign is tomorrow tomorrow)

[WORDS OF CHRIST, THE HOLY ONE]
CHRIST: C hand shape for right hand. Then put it on the right should down to the left hip. This is literally a C hand shape with the sign for king.
HIS: Right hand in open 5 hand shape with palm outward and move it forward
WORDS: Right hand in #1 hand shape and hand touches lips and then circles and back to lips.
INVISION: Right hand in #1 hand shape and taps forehead and then both hands is c shape touch in front of mouth and them outward to the left and right respectively as if your idea is getting bigger.

(IN MY HEART I'LL HEAR GOD TELL ME)
HEAVENLY FATHER: Palms down in air above forehead and tie a knot. Then move both hands with fists and thumbs up. Right is on the forehead and the left is on right hand. Then they both open to the five hand shape as they move forward.
SPEAK: Both hand is four hand shape with one pointer finger on chin and the other hand in front. Both hands make movements forward twice.
INSPIRE-ME: Both hands in O hand shape at the waist and then open to five hand shape with up to chest with wiggling fingers and then hands touch chest indicating self.

(THIS I MY BELOVED SON. HEAR HIM!)
THERE: Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ. This hand stays pointing to Christ until the sign obey below.
MY: Open hand on chest
BELOVED: Right hand in #4 hand shape with palm facing face and then moves downward on chin with the fingers bending downward.
SON: Left hand touches forehead like grabbing a cap (sign for boy) and then moves down to cradle a baby in arms. (sign for baby)
OBEY (OBEY CHRIST): O hand shapes for both hands. Place hands near forehead and cheek with one hand on top of the other and then move downward to place where you have designated for Christ.
HIM: Right hand palm upward with hand in open five hand shape. The hand moves outward indicating pointing to Christ.